Charged species transport, separation, and dispersion in nanoscale channels: autogenous electric field-flow fractionation.
Numerical methods are employed to examine the transport of charged species in pressure-driven and electroosmotic flow along nanoscale channels having an electric double-layer thickness comparable to the channel size. In such channels, the electric field inherent to the double layer produces transverse species distributions that depend on species charge. Flow along the channel thus yields mean axial species speeds that also depend on the species charge, enabling species separation and identification. Here we characterize field-flow separations of this type via the retention and plate height. For pressure-driven flows, we demonstrate that mean species speeds along the channel are uniquely associated with a single species charge, allowing species separation based on charge alone. In contrast, electroosmotic flows generally yield identical speeds for several values of the charge, and these speeds generally depend on both the species charge and electrophoretic mobility. Coefficients of dispersion for charged species in both planar and cylindrical geometries are presented as part of this analysis.